
The Skyfence Cloud Gateway provides visibility and control over the use of cloud apps. 
It automatically discovers cloud application use, analyzes the risks, and enforces
appropriate controls for SaaS and production applications.  With Skyfence, users get
the apps they want and IT staff gets the control they need.
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Discovery
Visibility into what apps are
being used by employees

App Risk Assessment
Assess contextual risk of Cloud apps,
users and security configurations 

Protection & Control
Automated cloud threat prevention and
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Skyfence Cloud Gateway

Cloud apps allow organizations to reduce costs and elastically allocate 
resources - but they introduce risks to their security and compliance posture. 
The “bring-your own” cloud app trend has created a blind spot that is not 
addressed by traditional perimeter and endpoint controls.  IT has little or no 
visibility into which cloud apps are in use, who is accessing what information, 
and who is performing privileged activities. They are unable to assess the 
risks associated with each cloud app and to enforce necessary policies and 
controls.  In addition, many enterprises are deploying externally facing 
production applications for customers and partners, which are increasingly 
the target of account takeover threats due to compromised or stolen 
credentials.

Skyfence Cloud Gateway ensures visibility and control across all users, 
endpoints, and applications to make cloud application use safe and 
productive.

Part of the Imperva family of data center 
security solutions that span on-premise 
and cloud  environments

Comprehensive App Discovery, 
Governance, Analytics, and Protection in 
one integrated solution

Flexibility in deployment with appliances, 
virtual appliances, cloud-based or 
managed service offering

Granular policies for mobile and endpoint 
devices enable access control and data 
protection for managed and unmanaged 
phones, tablets, and laptops 

Built-in integration with enterprise 
directories, SIEM and MDM 

Deep support for Office 365, AWS, 
Salesforce, Google Apps, Box, and 
Dropbox - down to the data object and 
action levels

Enterprises

Service Providers
          Achieving visibility and control requires an automated process for app discovery, risk 
assessment governance, and policy enforcement that ensures the safe and productive 
useof all cloud apps

App Discovery and Risk Assessment
Mobile & Endpoint Control
Cloud SIEM Integration
Privileged User Monitoring
Cyber threat Prevention & Credential 
Theft Protection

S K Y F E N C E  C L O U D  G A T E W A Y

Account Takeover
Activity Audits
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The Skyfence Cloud Gateway

Cloud apps allow organizations to reduce costs and elastically allocate 
resources - but they introduce risks to their security and compliance posture. 
The “bring-your own” cloud app trend has created a blind spot that is not 
addressed by traditional perimeter and endpoint controls.  IT has little or no 
visibility into which cloud apps are in use, who is accessing what information, 
and who is performing privileged activities. They are unable to assess the 
risks associated with each cloud app and to enforce necessary policies and 
controls.  In addition, many enterprises are deploying externally facing 
production applications for customers and partners, which are increasingly 
the target of account takeover threats due to compromised or stolen 
credentials.

The Skyfence Cloud Gateway ensures visibility and control across all users, 
endpoints, and applications to make cloud application use safe and 
productive.

          Achieving visibility and control requires an automated process for app discovery, risk 
governance, and policy enforcement that ensures the safe and productive use of all cloud apps

The Skyfence Cloud Gateway provides visibility and control over the use of cloud apps. 
It automatically discovers cloud application use, analyzes the risks, and enforces
appropriate controls for SaaS and production applications.  With Skyfence, users get
the apps they want and IT staff gets the control they need.

P R O D U C T  B R O C H U R E

The Skyfence Advantage

Solutions for Your Business

Part of the Imperva family of data center 
security solutions that span on-premises 
and cloud  environments

Comprehensive App Discovery, 
Governance, Analytics, and Protection in 
one integrated solution

Flexibility in deployment with appliances, 
virtual appliances, cloud-based or 
managed service offering

Granular policies for mobile and endpoint 
devices enable access control and data 
protection for managed and unmanaged 
phones, tablets, and laptops 

Built-in integration with enterprise 
directories, SIEM and MDM 

Deep support for Office 365, AWS, 
Salesforce, Google Apps, Box, and 
Dropbox - down to the data object and 
action levels

Enterprises

Service Providers

App Discovery and Risk Assessment
Mobile & Endpoint Control
Cloud SIEM Integration
Privileged User Monitoring
Cyber Threat Prevention & Credential 
Theft Protection

Account Takeover
Activity Audits
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The Skyfence Cloud Gateway

Cloud apps allow organizations to reduce costs and elastically allocate 
resources - but they introduce risks to their security and compliance posture. 
The “bring-your own” cloud app trend has created a blind spot that is not 
addressed by traditional perimeter and endpoint controls.  IT has little or no 
visibility into which cloud apps are in use, who is accessing what information, 
and who is performing privileged activities. They are unable to assess the 
risks associated with each cloud app and to enforce necessary policies and 
controls.  In addition, many enterprises are deploying externally facing 
production applications for customers and partners, which are increasingly 
the target of account takeover threats due to compromised or stolen 
credentials.

The Skyfence Cloud Gateway ensures visibility and control across all users, 
endpoints, and applications to make cloud application use safe and 
productive.

Part of the Imperva family of data center 
security solutions that span on-premise 
and cloud  environments

Comprehensive App Discovery, 
Governance, Analytics, and Protection in 
one integrated solution

Flexibility in deployment with appliances, 
virtual appliances, cloud-based or 
managed service offering

Granular policies for mobile and endpoint 
devices enable access control and data 
protection for managed and unmanaged 
phones, tablets, and laptops 

Built-in integration with enterprise 
directories, SIEM and MDM 

Deep support for Office 365, AWS, 
Salesforce, Google Apps, Box, and 
Dropbox - down to the data object and 
action levels

Enterprises

Service Providers
          Achieving visibility and control requires an automated process for app discovery, risk 
governance, and policy enforcement that ensures the safe and productive useof all cloud apps

App Discovery and Risk Assessment
Mobile & Endpoint Control
Cloud SIEM Integration
Privileged User Monitoring
Cyber threat Prevention & Credential 
Theft Protection

P R O D U C T  B R O C H U R E

Account Takeover
Activity Audits

Mitigating Cloud App Risk 

Typically, you need to know what’s going on first before you can create any meaningful policies to eliminate or limit risk.  That’s why it’s 
important to have a set of offline features to help you identify and assess the magnitude of your risk posture.  Once you have scoped out the 
threat landscape and created the required policies to address risks, you can then turn to inline solutions to actually enforce those policies.

        Your cloud apps – seen, understood and protected.

Inline and offline deployments supported
Cloud Applications

Corporate Emloyees, Mobile Users and Hackers

Know What’s Out There:  Cloud Discovery and Governance

Using Skyfence Cloud Discovery from the outset, you can automatically uncovers the cloud apps in use, whether sanctioned by IT or not, 
by analyzing data imported from your log files. It also aggregates user access scans from web-proxies and firewalls to provide global and 
regional views of which applications are being used and how frequently.  The Cloud Discovery report provides a detailed risk profile for 
each app so you can determine the right policies for your organization. Skyfence Cloud Governance extends traditional cloud app discovery 
information by providing details on risk factors that are unique to your organization.  For instance, Skyfence provides visibility into dormant 
accounts (i.e., you might be paying for licenses that aren’t even being used), orphaned accounts (e.g., former employees that still have 
access to your cloud apps), and external accounts (e.g., partners or contractors) that present a variety of security risks.  Additionally, 
Skyfence benchmarks your organization’s security configurations against industry best practices, so that you can more easily understand 
your true risk and take immediate actions to remediate.  All of the Cloud Discovery & Governance features function offline, i.e., the process 
is non-intrusive and does not require any agents, changes to applications, or logs to be sent to Skyfence.

Do Something About It: Cloud Audit and Protection

Skyfence provides critical insight and intelligence into:

     Data usage:  Who viewed or modified what, when, and how often
     Privileged user monitoring:  Including data access, configuration and user permission modifications
     API activity:  Cloud app and services data accessed via APIs

Skyfence has built-in adaptors that make it easy to integrate with enterprise directories and market-leading SIEM solutions, including 
ArcSight, Splunk, and Q1 Labs. Skyfence Cloud Protection automatically detects and blocks threats to cloud applications and enforces 
policies that mitigate risk.  Innovative Dynamic User and Device Fingerprinting™ technology quickly establishes detailed behavioral profiles 
based on the normal patterns of use for each user, department, and device. Any access that fails the fingerprint test can be configured to 
immediately alert, block, or require two-factor identification in real-time.  With the intuitive policy editor, you can quickly define 
customized, granular policies and enforce them across an unlimited number of cloud applications. Skyfence Cloud Protection enables you 
to block or restrict cloud app usage from endpoints that are not managed by a Mobile Device Management (MDM) platform. It enhances 
your investment in MDM and provides a cost-effective alternative to routing all remote access to cloud apps through a VPN.

Skyfence Cloud Audit and Protection delivers the operational intelligence and the tools you need to protect data in the cloud.  Skyfence 
provides detailed usage analytics that tell you what’s happening with cloud data and users, including privileged user activity.  It aggregates 
usage metrics across the distributed enterprise for an unlimited number of cloud apps.

P R O D U C T  B R O C H U R EP R O D U C T  B R O C H U R E

App Discovery, Usage & Risk

CLOUD  APP  DISCOVERY Leverage existing log files to automate discovery and categorization of all
cloud apps used

CLOUD  APP  RISK  SCORING Categorize overall high, med or low risk for each Cloud Application based  
on technology, regulatory & industry certifications and best practices

CLOUD  APP  USAGE  SUMMARY Report usage metrics including number of users, activities, traffic volume
 and typical usage hours for each Cloud Application

ADVANCED  RISK  METRICS

CUSTOMIZABLE  RISK  METRICS  Detailed cloud app risk posture metrics and information for each application

CONTINUOUS  DISCOVERY Schedule automated scanning of log files and generation of discovery
 reports on a periodic basis

CENTRALIZED  DISCOVERY  DASHBOARD Centralized dashboard for managing & analyzing aggregated discovery
results, baselining current usage against prior activity, and trending usage results 

SIEM  INTEGRATION
Generate discovery data in Common Event Format for easy integration with
existing analytics and SIEM environments

APP  CATALOG  &  RISK  UPDATES Automatic updates to Cloud App Catalog and changes in risk properties

 
as they are available

CUSTOMER  SUPPORT Includes technical support via phone & email,  and optional deployment/
consulting services

Community 
& Online 
Support

Activity Monitoring & Analytics

ACTIVITY  MONITORING  &  ANALYTICS Activity monitoring and analytics by user, group, location, device, application
action, data object, time of day and department

PRIVILEGED  USER  MONITORING Monitor and report on all privileged user and administrator activity including
data access, configuration changes user permission modifications and more

ENTERPRISE  SIEM  INTEGRATION Adaptors to easily enable all activity logs to feed data to leading SIEM 
solutions such as ArcSight, Splunk and Q1 Labs

ENTERPRISE  DIRECTORY  INTEGRATION Use existing Active Directory or LDAP directory infrastructure for user,

 

group and organizational reporting and policy

ROLE-BASED  ADMINISTRATION Define administrative permissions for editing assets, policies and system
settings

LOCATION-BASED ACCESS CONTROL Restrict access based on the location of the user or the location of the cloud

 

service in order to satisfy security and compliance requirements

Cloud App Control & Protection

AUTOMATIC  ANOMALY  DETECTION
Dynamic User and Device Fingerpinting™ continuously monitors behavior &
automates detection for anomalous behavior including high-risk insider

 

and external attacks

REAL-TIME  THREAT  PREVENTION
Stop account-centric threats by applying policy to monitor, block, allow or 
enforce two-factor identity veri�cation for any app or upon speci�c actions 
within an app

MULTI-FACTOR  AUTHENTICATION Built-in capabilities that can be enforced globally, based on endpoint type
or location, or automated in response to policy violations

SINGLE SIGN-ON
Built-in identity federation provides integrated SSO solution – or compatibility

 with 3rd-party IDP solutions - allowing easier deployments and improved

MOBILE  &  ENDPOINT  ACCESS  CONTROL
For Cloud Access, eliminate need for VPN and enable unique policies for managed
and unmanaged mobile phones, tablets and laptops. Enable policies to be

MDM  INTEGRATION
Leverage existing MDM deployment to distinguish between managed vs. 
unmanaged devices for cloud access

CUSTOM  POLICIES
Visual policy editor enables easy con�guration of granular policies based on any  
combination of user, endpoint, location, data object, action, time of day and more

PRODUCTION  APPLICATION  PROTECTION Prevent account takeover and other account centric-threats and provide 
detailed activity logs for data center and customer-facing applications

Detailed Cloud App risk posture metrics with customizable weighting of
parameters to meet an IT operation's needs

ENTERPRISE  REPORTING Flexible reporting options including pre-de�ned reports with ability to edit
and save customized reports

DYNAMIC  ALERTS
Receive real-time noti�cations for any policy violation or activity threshold 
via SMS or email

end user experience for access to SAML-based apps

applied, whether originating from browser or rich mobile apps.

Free* Enterprise

Cloud Discovery Cloud
Analytics

Cloud
Protection

Stand-alone, locally run utility for Mac and Windows

 

Compare product features

The Skyfence Cloud Gateway is available in four different product 
packages, enabling you to choose the set of features that best fits 
your cloud security requirements.
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Mitigating Cloud App Risk 

Typically, you need to know what’s going on first before you can create any meaningful policies to eliminate or limit risk.  That’s why it’s 
important to have a set of offline features to help you identify and assess the magnitude of your risk posture.  Once you have scoped out the 
threat landscape and created the required policies to address risks, you can then turn to inline solutions to actually enforce those policies.

        Your cloud apps – seen, understood and protected.

Inline and offline deployments supported
Cloud Applications

Corporate Emloyees, Mobile Users and Hackers

Know What’s Out There:
Cloud Discovery and Governance

Using Skyfence Cloud Discovery & Governance from the 
outset, you can automatically uncover the cloud apps in use, 
whether sanctioned by IT or not, by analyzing data imported 
from your log files. It also aggregates user access scans from 
web-proxies and firewalls to provide global and regional views 
of which applications are being used and how frequently.  The 
Cloud Discovery report provides a detailed risk profile for each 
app so you can determine the right policies for your 
organization.

Skyfence extends traditional cloud app discovery information 
by providing details on risk factors that are unique to your 
organization.  For instance, Skyfence provides visibility into 
dormant accounts (i.e., you might be paying for licenses that 
aren’t even being used), orphaned accounts (e.g., former 
employees that still have access to your cloud apps), and 
external accounts (e.g., partners or contractors) that present a 
variety of security risks. 

Additionally, Skyfence benchmarks your organization’s 
security configurations against industry best practices, so that 
you can more easily understand your true risk and take 
immediate actions to remediate. 

All of the Cloud Discovery & Governance features function 
offline, i.e., the process is non-intrusive and does not require 
any agents, changes to applications, or logs to be sent to 
Skyfence.

Do Something About It:
Cloud Audit and Protection

Skyfence provides critical insight and intelligence into:

    Data usage:  Who viewed or modified what, when, and how often
   Privileged user monitoring:  Including data access, configuration        
and user permission modifications
    API activity:  Cloud app and services data accessed via APIs

Skyfence has built-in adaptors that make it easy to integrate with 
enterprise directories and market-leading SIEM solutions, including 
ArcSight, Splunk, and Q1 Labs.

Skyfence automatically detects and blocks threats to cloud 
applications and enforces policies that mitigate risk.  Innovative 
Dynamic User and Device Fingerprinting™ technology quickly 
establishes detailed behavioral profiles based on the normal 
patterns of use for each user, department, and device. Any access 
that fails the fingerprint test can be configured to immediately alert, 
block, or require two-factor identification in real-time.  With the 
intuitive policy editor, you can quickly define customized, granular 
policies and enforce them across an unlimited number of cloud 
applications.

Skyfence enables you to block or restrict cloud app usage from 
endpoints that are not managed by a Mobile Device Management 
(MDM) platform. It enhances your investment in MDM and provides 
a cost-effective alternative to routing all remote access to cloud 
apps through a VPN.

Skyfence Cloud Audit and Protection delivers the operational 
intelligence and the tools you need to protect data in the cloud.

P R O D U C T  B R O C H U R E



The Skyfence Cloud Gateway provides visibility and control over the use of cloud apps. 
It automatically discovers cloud application use, analyzes the risks, and enforces
appropriate controls for SaaS and production applications.  With Skyfence, users get
the apps they want and IT staff gets the control they need.
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The Skyfence Cloud Gateway

Cloud apps allow organizations to reduce costs and elastically allocate 
resources - but they introduce risks to their security and compliance posture. 
The “bring-your own” cloud app trend has created a blind spot that is not 
addressed by traditional perimeter and endpoint controls.  IT has little or no 
visibility into which cloud apps are in use, who is accessing what information, 
and who is performing privileged activities. They are unable to assess the 
risks associated with each cloud app and to enforce necessary policies and 
controls.  In addition, many enterprises are deploying externally facing 
production applications for customers and partners, which are increasingly 
the target of account takeover threats due to compromised or stolen 
credentials.

The Skyfence Cloud Gateway ensures visibility and control across all users, 
endpoints, and applications to make cloud application use safe and 
productive.

Part of the Imperva family of data center 
security solutions that span on-premise 
and cloud  environments

Comprehensive App Discovery, 
Governance, Analytics, and Protection in 
one integrated solution

Flexibility in deployment with appliances, 
virtual appliances, cloud-based or 
managed service offering

Granular policies for mobile and endpoint 
devices enable access control and data 
protection for managed and unmanaged 
phones, tablets, and laptops 

Built-in integration with enterprise 
directories, SIEM and MDM 

Deep support for Office 365, AWS, 
Salesforce, Google Apps, Box, and 
Dropbox - down to the data object and 
action levels

Enterprises

Service Providers
          Achieving visibility and control requires an automated process for app discovery, risk 
governance, and policy enforcement that ensures the safe and productive useof all cloud apps

App Discovery and Risk Assessment
Mobile & Endpoint Control
Cloud SIEM Integration
Privileged User Monitoring
Cyber threat Prevention & Credential 
Theft Protection

P R O D U C T  B R O C H U R E

Account Takeover
Activity Audits

Mitigating Cloud App Risk 

Typically, you need to know what’s going on first before you can create any meaningful policies to eliminate or limit risk.  That’s why it’s 
important to have a set of offline features to help you identify and assess the magnitude of your risk posture.  Once you have scoped out the 
threat landscape and created the required policies to address risks, you can then turn to inline solutions to actually enforce those policies.

        Your cloud apps – seen, understood and protected.

Inline and offline deployments supported
Cloud Applications

Corporate Emloyees, Mobile Users and Hackers

Know What’s Out There:  Cloud Discovery and Governance

Using Skyfence Cloud Discovery from the outset, you can automatically uncovers the cloud apps in use, whether sanctioned by IT or not, 
by analyzing data imported from your log files. It also aggregates user access scans from web-proxies and firewalls to provide global and 
regional views of which applications are being used and how frequently.  The Cloud Discovery report provides a detailed risk profile for 
each app so you can determine the right policies for your organization. Skyfence Cloud Governance extends traditional cloud app discovery 
information by providing details on risk factors that are unique to your organization.  For instance, Skyfence provides visibility into dormant 
accounts (i.e., you might be paying for licenses that aren’t even being used), orphaned accounts (e.g., former employees that still have 
access to your cloud apps), and external accounts (e.g., partners or contractors) that present a variety of security risks.  Additionally, 
Skyfence benchmarks your organization’s security configurations against industry best practices, so that you can more easily understand 
your true risk and take immediate actions to remediate.  All of the Cloud Discovery & Governance features function offline, i.e., the process 
is non-intrusive and does not require any agents, changes to applications, or logs to be sent to Skyfence.

Do Something About It: Cloud Audit and Protection

Skyfence provides critical insight and intelligence into:

     Data usage:  Who viewed or modified what, when, and how often
     Privileged user monitoring:  Including data access, configuration and user permission modifications
     API activity:  Cloud app and services data accessed via APIs

Skyfence has built-in adaptors that make it easy to integrate with enterprise directories and market-leading SIEM solutions, including 
ArcSight, Splunk, and Q1 Labs. Skyfence Cloud Protection automatically detects and blocks threats to cloud applications and enforces 
policies that mitigate risk.  Innovative Dynamic User and Device Fingerprinting™ technology quickly establishes detailed behavioral profiles 
based on the normal patterns of use for each user, department, and device. Any access that fails the fingerprint test can be configured to 
immediately alert, block, or require two-factor identification in real-time.  With the intuitive policy editor, you can quickly define 
customized, granular policies and enforce them across an unlimited number of cloud applications. Skyfence Cloud Protection enables you 
to block or restrict cloud app usage from endpoints that are not managed by a Mobile Device Management (MDM) platform. It enhances 
your investment in MDM and provides a cost-effective alternative to routing all remote access to cloud apps through a VPN.

Skyfence Cloud Audit and Protection delivers the operational intelligence and the tools you need to protect data in the cloud.  Skyfence 
provides detailed usage analytics that tell you what’s happening with cloud data and users, including privileged user activity.  It aggregates 
usage metrics across the distributed enterprise for an unlimited number of cloud apps.

P R O D U C T  B R O C H U R EP R O D U C T  B R O C H U R E

Skyfence Cloud Gateway
Product Feature Comparison

Skyfence Products
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Leverage existing log �les to automate discovery and categorization of all cloud apps used

Categorize overall high, med or low risk for each cloud application based on technology, regulatory & industry 
certi�cations and best practices

Report usage metrics including number of users, activities, tra �c volume and typical usage hours for each 
cloud application

Detailed cloud app risk posture metrics with customizable weighting of parameters to meet IT operations 
needs

Detailed cloud app risk posture metrics and information for each application

Schedule automated scanning of log �les and generation of disco very reports on a periodic basis

Centralized dashboard for managing & analyzing aggregated discovery results, baselining current usage 
against prior activity, and trending usage results 

Generate discovery data in Common Event Format for easy integration with existing analytics and SIEM 
environments

Automatic updates to cloud app catalog and changes in risk properties as they are available

Collect basic logs for users’ and privileged users’ activities that are available through a speci�c cloud 
provider’s API

Identify dormant (i.e., inactive) accounts, orphaned accounts (e.g., ex-employees), and external users (e.g., 
contractors) to reduce operational costs & minimize associated threats

Benchmark your cloud application security con�gurations against  a set of industry best practices and receive 
speci�c remediation suggestions

Leverage a built-in organizational work�ow to assign and comple te risk mitigation tasks via Skyfence 
or through integration with 3rd-party ticketing systems

Real-time activity monitoring and analytics by user, group, location, device, application action, data 
object, time of day, and department

Real-time monitoring and reporting of privileged users and admi ns, including data access, con�guration 
changes, user permission modi�cations, and more

Adaptors to directly feed activity logs into leading SIEM solutions including ArcSight, Splunk and Q1 Labs

Use existing Active Directory or LDAP directory infrastructure for user, group, and 
organizational reporting and policy

De�ne administrative permissions for editing assets, policies, and system settings

Flexible reporting options including pre-de�ned reports with ab ility to edit and save customized reports

CLOUD  APP  DISCOVERY

CLOUD  APP  RISK  SCORING

CLOUD  APP  USAGE  SUMMARY

ADVANCED  RISK  METRICS

CUSTOMIZABLE  RISK  METRICS

CONTINUOUS  DISCOVERY

CENTRALIZED  DISCOVERY  DASHBOARD

SIEM  INTEGRATION

APP  CATALOG  &  RISK  UPDATES

ACTIVITY LOG COLLECTIONS

USER ENTITLEMENTS REVIEW

APP SECURITY ASSESSMENT

INTEGRATED REMEDIATION WORKFLOW

ACTIVITY MONITORING & ANALYTICS

PRIVILEGED USER MONITORING

ENTERPRISE SIEM INTEGRATION

ENTERPRISE DIRECTORY INTEGRATION

ENTERPRISE REPORTING

ROLE-BASED ADMINISTRATION

Dynamic User and Device Fingerprinting™  continuously pro�les b ehavior & detects anamolous 
activities including high-risk insider and external attacks

Stop insider threats by applying policy to monitor, block or re quire identity veri�cation for any app 
or upon speci�c actions within the app

Built-in capabilities that can be enforced globally, based on endpoint type or location, or automated in 
response to policy violations

Built-in identity federation provides integrated SSO solution – or compatibility with 3rd-party IDP solutions - 
allowing easier deployments & improved end user experience for access to SAML-based apps

Receive real-time noti�cations for any policy violation or acti vity threshold via SMS or email

For cloud access, eliminate need for VPN and enable unique policies for managed and unmanaged mobile 
phones, tablets & laptops. Enable policies to be applied whether originating from browser or rich mobile apps.

Restrict access based on the location of the user or the location of the cloud service in order to satisfy 
security and compliance requirements

Leverage existing MDM deployment to distinguish between managed and unmanaged devices for 
cloud access and automatically enroll the managed ones

Visual policy editor enables easy con�guration of granular poli cies based on any combination of user, 
endpoint, location, data object, action, time of day and more

Prevent account takeover and other account-centric threats and provide detailed activity logs for data center 
and customer-facing applications

Stand-alone, locally run utility for Mac and Windows

AUTOMATIC ANOMALY DETECTION

REAL-TIME THREAT PREVENTION

MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION 

SINGLE SIGN-ON

DYNAMIC ALERTS

MOBILE & ENDPOINT ACCESS CONTROL

LOCATION-BASED ACCESS CONTROLS 

MDM  INTEGRATION

CUSTOM POLICIES

PRODUCTION APPLICATION PROTECTION

Application & User Governance (available in o�ine deployments)

Real-time Activity Monitoring & Analytics (available in inline/proxy deployments)

Access Control & Data Protection (available in inline/proxy deployments)

Application Visibility & Risk Assessment  (available in o�ine deployments)

Cloud 
Discovery
Free*

Cloud 
Discovery &
Governance

Cloud 
Audit &
Protection

Cloud 
Security 
Suite


